Thermal Protect POWERED by Richtech

The effects of health safety have many thinking of a seamless approach for transitioning back to the
workplace. How do we protect the masses when reintegrating back into a “new normal”? How can we keep
everyone informed, engaged, and protected by circulating automated real-time, rapid-response alerts?
Organizations have been making technology decisions across their divisions without considering how it
can all be connected to deliver a core set of communication, collaboration, and safety specific services.
HAVRION Thermal Protect offers a versatile, in-depth, and non-intrusive way to enhance safety and
promote wellness in public spaces. We’re going beyond the scan and beyond the typical use of digital
displays to enable rapid response alerts that protect life.

How can HAVRION Thermal Protect keep everyone safer?
WE CONNECT TECHNOLOGIES.
WE STREAM COMMUNICATION.
WE PROTECT LIFE.

Bringing together Richtech thermal scanning technology and
HAVRION’S unique platform, we can identify and check every
person’s temperature before they walk into an enclosed space or
building and rapidly provide instructions & messaging to them so
they can move safely and confidently throughout your facility or
school.

Integrating thermal ID scanner readings with
floor plans, maps, and other data helps us
understand various statistics that we can use
to keep everyone in a building or public space
as safe as possible.

MEDICAL GRADE / LV-D
Thermal Sensor

WITH HAVRION THERMAL PROTECT POWERED BY
RICHTECH YOU CAN:

DUAL WIDE ANGLE
Binocular Cameras

Keep track of how many people enter and exit
a building.
Read everyone’s body temperature to make
sure no one has a fever.
Provide discrete, detailed instructions to every
person after the thermal ID read so they
understand where and how to move around
the space.
Limit access to the building if necessary.
Integrate other 3rd party sensors and data to
provide additionally safety layers such as
environmental safety, gun safety, fire safety,
and weather safety.

ENHANCED AI FACIAL
Recognition
IP65 WATERPROOF
And Dustproof

Adjustable sensors and height flexibility for
wheelchairs, children, and adults.
Storage compartment
router, surge protector.
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Accommodate and adjust to new processes
policies, and situations to maintain a healthy
workplace.

Black or white metal frame option.

Physically adjust thermal ID scanner
accommodate people of all sizes.

Anti-bacterial coating.
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Lock and unlock access with BLACK/WHITE ID
listing with badges.
H AV R I O N

CRYSTAL CLEAR 7’
LCD Display

T H E R M A L

P R OT E C T

Fully customized wrap.
Hands-free hand sanitizing station.
Mobile unit with wheels.
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